
MYSTERIUM-X. A new sensor to REDOne camera. 
By Alfonso Parra AEC 
 
        Two years have passed since we published our 
REDone camera version 17 in this Cameraman 
magazine. Only two years! And now we are going back 
to the same places to check the response of the new 
sensor, new codecs and the very latest firmware, though 
less cold than last time. We will begin by describing our 
process and tools. 
      We used the ILL camera at 4KHD format, 25fps and 
180º shutter angle. Firmware was 30.5.0 at Recode 42, 
we expose at WiewRaw mode. We used histogram, raw 
clip meter (traffic light) and raw level meter (color bar). 
Captured images were transferred into a Autodesk Lustre 
HD version 2011 local store in Dalton´s digital Family 
post production company. It was made with 16 bits of color depth at direct RAW. Color correction was limited 
to primary ones, and, thus, we could evaluate the image condition, both range image and its possible defects. 
      For testing purposes, we have shot DSC labs charts and the still life with MasterPrime lenses. We also 
used multi exposure models with UltraPrime ones, and lastly outdoors locations with Optimo DP zooms of 
Angenieux. For lighting adjustment and evaluation of recorded images we have used Cinetal monitor at room 
test, SeconicnL-558/Cine light meter and Minolta Color meter IIIF termocolorimeter, all of them suitably 
calibrated. 
      Our target was to get a wide vision of behavior of the camera from the DoP point of view, taking into 
account both objective elements like the resolution, latitude and color analysis from the Imatest software and, 
also subjective elements like noise evaluation, texture and general appearance of the images. We assume that 
tests are a general approximation to the behavior of the camera and they can be used as a starting point for the 
necessary adjustments of your project. 
     Article images are from the original frames, but turned into CMYK color space. They should be used 
merely as a comparative reference. 
 

THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF EXPOSURE INDEX (IE)* 
 
    There are two ways to do the theoretical evaluation of IE; one is the base saturation point, and the other is 
the image noise. ISO calculation of the base saturation point is better at highlight levels. Nevertheless, noise 
calculation is more accurate at shadows. We used the first one because of being simpler than second one. In 
addition, it fits better for photographers like us. 
    Level light necessary to saturate the sensor was used to calculate base saturation point IE value. As we did 
earlier we used the formula proposed by Kodak (App note MTD/PS-0234) to obtain sensor IE according to 
ISO 12232:1998 standard. 

                                          
 
    Number 15.4 is a constant, it is depends on lens transmission, 
vignetting factor, etc. f value is squared diaphragm, L value is 
the reflection light from 18% gray chart in cd/m2, t value is 
exposure time in seconds. 
   Procedure: Ratio has to be kept between a known white 
reflectation and the middle gray value. White reflectation can be 
90%, 106% or even higher. Meanwhile we observe histogram 
we saturate white just to the limit through the diaphragm 
variation (T) because exposure time is fixed (1/50 seconds, 
shooting to 25 fps, with its shutter related). This diaphragm T 

will be put in the formula. We observe where is 18% gray with this T value, changing lighting until it is at 
50%. We measure middle gray reflectation and, thus, we put obtained value in the formula. 
    Relation 18/106 comes for keeping values to specular reflections. Relation 18/106 establishes pixel value of 
middle gray, e.g., at 8 bits and 2.2 gamma (sRGB, WGRGB, Adobe 1998, etc) in monitors is 114, whereas at 
10 bits is 460 (according to pixel value formula = 255 x 1/2.2). 

 
 

	  
Camera crew on outdoor location 
 

	  



 
    It is important to point out that we can change white used 
for calculations altering ISO value. There are white charts 
100% calibrated in the market, but they are too expensive. I 
usually use photographic paper with different brightness 
degrees. It can be compared with a 90% white by Kodak, 
opposite to our usual gray. 
    It is also notable that the formula gives a camera lower 
ISO. Therefore, ISO has to be checked with other tests as we 
did to obtain effective ISO. In addition, this value will 
depend on other factors (gain, used lenses, IR filter, etc). 
    From this formula, the camera value obtained, to both day 
light and Tungsten was nearly ISO 150. That is, the new 
sensor is a ½ stop faster than previous one. For practice 
purposes, we have considered a theoretical ISO 160 value in 
our light meter. 
 

Nominal evaluation of sensitivity (IE) through histogram at Linear mode 
 
     We can evaluate sensitivity in this way because we are able to observe the image at linear mode. That is, 
we are not going to apply any transfer curve (gamma curves). Again we are going to refer to determined 
values by ISO 12232:1998 standard. If the linear mode is assumed, this standard establishes that a white 
reflectation of 100% represents a 70% of captured image saturation, and that a 18% gray generates a 12.7% 
saturation value in camera output. Values above 70% are reserved to specular reflections. 
     We have considered 60% white value at histograms because Kodak chart does not reflect 100% but 90% of 
incident light. 
     Let us begin observing histogram in linear mode from our indicated base exposure. The 18% gray value 
gives a 24% output value, and averaged white is nearly 82%. These data show us we overexposure the image 
when our gray is at 50% as we can see with false color (green tone) and with histogram too. 
 
 

 
     Our base exposure at theoretical ISO 160, viewed at Linear REDCineX. REDColor. MTD800, 5000ºK 
 

 
Linear Histogram MTDISO800 5000K. Base exp. theoretical ISO 160. Middle gray 24% 
 

The typical ritual for adoration of the middle gray in Spain.	  
	  
	  



 
Linear Histogram MTDISO800 5000K. Exp. -1 stop. Middle gray 15% 
 

 
Linear Histogram MTDISO800 5000K. Exp. -1 ½. Middle gray 10% 
 
    Underexposure of 1 stop, i.e., ISO 320, we find 15% gray value and 70% white one. Gray value is above 
12.7% reference one. Underexposure of 1 ½ stops regarding Nominal IE value, we find 10% gray value below 
reference one. Therefore, we can determine that underexposure of 1 1/3 stops nearly fits reference. We can 
conclude from this first evaluation that if we begin with theoretical sensitivity of ISO 160, at least we can use 
a nominal ISO 400. 
    Now we are going to observe blacks textures and noise for checking if ISO 400 changes. We are going to 
use our Death Chart. 
 

    
 
      On the left: the chart screen image shows exposure at ViewRaw mode and the MTDs used. On the right: 
the chart values of light reflected in T stops regarding middle gray. Bit value appears on screen. Red arrow of 
scales represents LAD middle gray value; it is slightly lower than theoretical value. Silvered and golden chart 
specular reflections cause clip meter (traffic light). All of the whites are properly represented in details and 
texture with this exposure. We have used ISO 160 at T4 theoretical IE value in the light meter to base 
exposure. We have to mark, how the opened base image is at RECINEX, before comparing different charts 
ISO values. 
    We should not to forget how is the way to store all the information that camera gathers. Thus, we will have 
more post production chances. This information helps us to modify REDCINEX values. 
 
 

 
 

 On the left: the chart image at 
REDCINEX with parameters by 
default, i.e., REDgamma and 
REDCOLOR with the MTDs 
already used. We also check how 
the histogram is and how 
highlights remain clipped 
although they were not in native 
format. 
 



 

 
 
    Next, we show ISO value change to 400 and control Flut to -0.2 at the same REDgamma curve and 
REDcolor color space. Thus, we have placed gray at 50% value and the histogram fits what we see on the 
screen when shooting. 
 

                
 

 
 
 Last of all, these are the parameters we apply to preserve all of the native file information. They will be used 
like a foundation for color correction: RGB color space (later on we will use REDColor) at gamma REDlog, 
an ISO change to 400 with -1 in control Flut. We have not changed temperature color. Thus, we observe 
middle gray is properly placed under these conditions. Whites show all their textures and black background 
fabrics too. Next assessments will depend on native material handling. Changes in “developed” values confirm 
ISO 160/200 theoretical value. However, as we checked at linear image evaluation, nominal value is nearly 
ISO 400. 
 

                   
 

 
Master Prime 50mm. T4. MTD800. MTD5000ºK. 25 fps. Obt 180º. 
 



 
    Even texture can be seen! Middle gray is 27% at effective 1280 IE, slightly above 35% at 800 IE. Therefore, 
the new sensor allows for choosing an effective IE (I would name “floating”) that can be adapted to any 
images, thus, to the applied exposure. Therefore, REDone becomes a more versatile handy camera; above all 
in documentary environments (they always need high sensitivities). 
    In the previous image that is from the chart parts; noise level at different IEs, and how the camera represents 
background fabrics can be seen. In the next image, we can observe the same things, but now in the blue 
channel. 
 

 
 
 

    Now, we will look for 
effective IE, i.e., how much 
my middle gray can 
underexpose without losing 
black textures caused by 
noises or other artifacts. The 
new sensor has made 
significant progress since the 
previous one. At effective IE 
ISO 1280, we can recover 
blacks with their texture and 
with a minimum noise 
problem. In addition, the 
noise continues to be 
acceptable with one more 
stop, at 2560. 
    Thus, we can use a large 
effective IE range, from ISO 
400 until 1260. It should be 
noted that such high ISO 
values, darker velvet is placed 
7 or 8 stops below. 
	  



Conclusions: 
                    -New sensor is a ½ stop faster than the old one. 
                    -Nominal IE can be around 400 IE. 
                    -Effective IE can fluctuate from 400 IE until 1280 IE. We can use larger values if we tolerate 
certain levels of noise. 
     I opted to use 640 IE for pre lightings in the “Santiago Cathedral. 800 years of History” documentary film 
shooting. Although I sometimes changed to 800 IE or 400 IE, it depended on the special conditions of some 
places of cathedral. 
    As we have checked on other occasions, IE is a very important exposure factor, but it is not exposure itself, 
Its value depends on other parameters: scene RD, our contrast relation, shutter angle, camera speed, etc. 
The new sensor exposure is not as different as the previous one. We already discussed this topic in a long 
previous article about this camera with the previous sensor. I referred to it. 
    The image quality in the shadows remained when we underexposed our middle gray at least 2 stops (IE 640) 
regarding theoretical value. From this fact and from the first observation of noise we can deduce, first, we will 
have at least 6 useful stops below gray. Secondly, we gain details in highlights in a bit more than 1 stop. Thus, 
we would be around 4 stops above middle gray opposite to 2 2/3 of the old sensor. We will be able to check 
with multi exposures. 
 

     
Exposure and color checking through ChromaDuMonde in the 12th            Excavations in Santiago de Compostela Cathedral, Spain. Steadycam.  
century Chapel of Corticela, Santiago de Compostela Cathedral, Spain       Zeiss T2.1 lens. 25fps 180º. RAW opened at ISO 1600.REDColor/REDLog. 
                                                                                                                         No color correction. With no more lighting than a few fluorescent lamps   
                                                                                                                         placed ad hoc. 
Resolution. 
 
    We have conducted resolution tests. We have used both our ISO 12233 chart and DSC Lab Mega Trumpet 
12 chart. We have evaluated results through Imatest program and with visual inspections on high resolution 
monitors in post production. Because of the noise improvement of the sensor we have observed a slight 
improvement of MTF curves too, the new sensor at MTF50 has 1141 Lw/ph horizontal resolution value, and at 
30% MTF has 1587 Lw/ph one. To conduct this test we have not used any Sharpen. As we can observe on 
Imatest graphs, a Sharpen standard application at MTF50 horizontal value has 1426 Lw/ph. Vertical resolution 
has similar value. 
 

        
Reading of ISO chart from horizontal and vertical resolution 



 
    In other words, horizontal resolution is slightly more than 2K at chosen format, with used lenses and in the 
center of the image. Although the parameters changes lead to some variations, this test is still useful to check 
the camera’s high resolution. However, the new sensor’s improvement from the old one is not about resolution 
power, but about sharpness and textures representation. 
    If we consider 30% at MTF, resolution is 2.8K. 
   

 
MasterPrime 50mm. T3.5. Format 4kHD. “Developed” REDColor/REDGamma. ISO 400. With no sharpen. Obt. 180º. 25fps. MTD5000ºK 
 

 
 

 
Optimo DP16-42 zoom lens. Focal 16 mm T 5.6 Filter HM 1R ND1.2. Graded frame. 

 According to the observations of the dsclab chart, we can distinguish 
lines slightly more than 1250 Tvlines at “trumpets” with 45º inclination 
angle. At vertical until 1250 lines with strong color Moire, at horizontal 
occurs in the same way. Therefore, according to Imatest results we can 
say camera shows a resolution of 2.2K and 2.5K with the Sharpen 
application under conditions described. 
La Pedriza (Spain) frame illustrates sharpness and resolution image. 
The camera shows trees lines as well as stone textures in a general shot.  
	  



    Next, a “Santiago Cathedral. 800 years of History” documentary film frame. We shot with this sensor. For 
me, stone texture is one of the most difficult in imitating with digital cameras. However, we can appreciate the 
wonderful response of stone textures. 
 

 
 Optimo 24-290 zoom. T 2.8 MTD800. MTD5000ºK.OBt180º. 25fps. Graded 

 
Dynamic range evaluation 
 
    As we have checked on other occasions, we have conducted a test RD in different ways. We were trying to 
find a reference value when we expose with the camera. First, we have evaluated Stouffer strip with Imatest 
program and DCS Labs DX1-102db v1 OSG chart (it is a translucent chart that represents around 17 stops). 
 

  
 
also indicate that darker blacks will have certain depth, without remaining flat or clipped.   Because of earlier 
IE test results, I believe that 0.5 (Medium) value of 10.2 will be the best one. 
In conclusion, if we are generous, we can distinguish until 11 steps from the DSCLAB chart observation. 
 

    Two years ago, we 
conducted the old sensor test. 
Then, we got the total amount 
of 9.97 stops in opposite 12.3 
from the new sensor. We can 
say we have gained slightly 
more than 2 RD stops. We are 
going to show the improvement 
is due to the low noise level 
sensor. Therefore, we improve 
at dynamic range below. Thus, 
we will be allowed to 
underexpose our middle gray to 
gain latitude (detail) at 
highlights, according to scene 
requirements. We cannot 
consider all of the strip 37 
detected steps as useful F stops. 
If we pay attention to the curve 
lower part, we will see at least 2 
stops are going to disappear 
because brightness is hardly 
perceptible. Results indicate 
that effective extracted RD 
(from terminology used by Yuri 
Neyman, Gamma & Density) 
will be nearly 10 stops, results 
also indicate that 
 



     
MasterPrime 50mm lens. T3.4. MTDISO80. 3200ºk. 25 fps Obt 180º. REDLog curve 
 
    Chart was illuminated with a LV5 bright sphere. The 0 value was placed at 100%, or by default in the 
histogram right limit at ViewRaw mode, with metadata IE 800 and REDLog at REDCineX curve to 
“develop”. Assuming each chart step represents 1 stop, we have 4 stops above middle gray and around 6 stops 
below one. This result agrees with results from IE searching. 
    Also, if we approach the ISO values limits to see more in the shadows of the chart, then we can see nearly 2 
more stops, but with noise. 
   We are going to check our still life with these requirements. We have used base exposure with an ISO 160 
theoretical IE value, an ISO 400 nominal IE value to model multi exposures and finally a “floating” ISO 
between 400 and 800 effective IE for outdoor shooting. 
 

      

      
Still life LR values and camera histogram at ViewRaw mode                         Opened base exp. at REDcineX. REDColor/REDLog. ISO 400 Flut-1 and its   
                                                                                                                         Histogram 
    Middle gray is 50% value to base exposure. We have maintained this value since we opened the file at 
REDCineX or at Lustre. Thus, we can observe that all of luminance values remain among camera range 
possibilities. All of the white and black textures remain, even velvet ones. We cannot see noise in any part of 
image.  
 

 
Original frames with their histograms at REDcineX. REDLog curve. MTD400. Flut-1 
 
    In previous image, the exposures strip show different exposures under same REDCineX aperture values. 
Base exposure keeps gray at 50%, with -1 at 40%, with -2 at 30%, with -3 nearly 25% and so on. 
Overexposure with +1 gray is at 63%, with +2 at 76%, and with +3 at 81%. As expected, background whites 
are clipped just with one point of overexposure. Therefore, under these conditions we can say there are nearly 
2 2/3 stops above gray. The most interesting thing occurs in the shadows. The question is, how much can gray 
be underexposed without losing shadow details or without unacceptable noise? In other words, if I 



underexpose middle gray, how much shadow details can be recovered without noise problems or loss of 
texture? If we underexpose, we obviously put accent at highlight details. The new sensor again works 
remarkably. Next, let us watch graded images. 
 

 

 
                                                                                                                  One light 
printed                                          Graded frames 
 

 

       In one light graded exposures; with -2 
we can see difference between black fabrics, 
they are -6 and 4 ½; with -3 difference 
disappear but we see black values of gray 
scale. If we follow Gamma & Density 
proposal in order to distinguish three dynamic 
ranges (Observable Dynamic Range, 
Extractable Dynamic Range, and Capture 
Dynamic Range), we can evaluate quantity of 
the observable detail, i.e. (it depends on RD 
displays),  nearly -4 ½ stops at shadows, 
whereas a slightly more than 2 stops at 
highlights: altogether 6 ½ stops. It is worth to 
pay attention to the color consistency and the 
lack of deviations, on both shadows and 
highlights. We have observed neither artifacts 
nor high noise levels. 
Black shows flat at higher underexposures, 
e.g., with –5 fabrics are -9 and     -7½. From 
observations, we can conclude we will be able 
to work on half-lights without noise problems 
and with enough details at blacks. However, as 
usual, we will take care of highlights: we 
expose it under normal conditions and we 
underexpose middle gray as if we use a higher 
IE than the theoretical or the nominal one. In 
graded exposures; with -3 underexposure 
black velvet texture is lost (its texture is at -7). 
However, with -2 underexposure we still see 
velvet texture with hardly any noise. As we 
know from Death Chart test, it is possible to 
use an effective 640/800 IE, i.e., gray is 
overexposed at 2 stops regarding the 
theoretical value or at 1 stop regarding the 
nominal one. Thus, we get 6 stops below 
middle gray and a slightly more than 4 stops at 
highlights. 
 

 
 
	  



    Therefore, middle gray in our ViewRaw mode histogram has to be between 30% and 35%. Again, we have 
to stress that we cannot notice substantial color deviations, neither at underexposures nor at overexposures. 
Outcomes usually have consistent and balanced color. 
    It has be to pointed out that we are watching histogram at ViewRaw mode. It represents RGB real values of 
sensor exposure, without passing the color. This is the reason why we chose this tool for exposure. 
    Nevertheless, we are checking that we can use other IE, depending on both scene RD and several factors 
involved at the exposure. To multi exposures, we have chosen nominal IE. Thus, our reference middle gray is 
nearly 40% at camera histogram. I insist on we are at ViewRaw mode. 
 

 
 
    Image show us reflected light values in relation with base exposure, and camera histogram curve with Bits 
scale. In addition, we watch the reference of area system. 
 

 

 
Original frame at 50% gray. REDLog curve. MTD400. 5000ªK Ultraprime 40mm T5.6. 25fps. Obt 180º.  
* It should be noted (exposure at 40% middle gray) that if raw is opened at REDLog curve and Mtd 400 ISO middle gray values is nearly 50%. We do 
not have to adjust Flut value, as we did with Death Chart and with the theoretical ISO 160 value. 
 
 



 
Exposures strip graded at one light 



 
Exposure strip graded, each frame was graded to match the base exp. 
 
    At base exposure, all of the values are within range; textures are showed of both blacks and whites. If we 
observe multi exposures, we realized that with +1/2 we can still recover white polystyrene Foams texture (on 
the right) because it is above 3 stops, however, with +1 texture is lost and white is near for clipping limit.  
 
 



    Therefore, we can assume we are 3 ½ above middle gray with nominal IE of ISO 400. Middle gray would 
be at 40% or in IV zone. 

• With -1 (it would be equivalent to IE of 800) we can recover all of black textures without noise. 
We obviously are giving more details at highlights, slightly more than 4 stops. 

• With -1 ½ (IE higher than ISO 1000) we continue to see all of black fabric textures, the clothes 
ones and Andy’s dark skin. In addition, there is no noise and we improve latitude above: 
slightly more than 4 ½ stops. 

• With -2 (IE of 1600) we obtain black textures, but noise can be seen (although it is acceptable to 
me). Blacks are nearly 5 below at 50% gray. (I would like to remember we are underexposing 
gray base at 1 stop regarding theoretical value to improve details at highlights). 

• With -3 we see noise, but black fabric textures can be still distinguished, they are 6 stops below.  
    Theses multi exposures confirm the excellent response of new sensor at shadow. Thus, it allows 
underexposing our image to capture more details at highlight. It should be noted that underexposure will result 
in more details at highlight, but it will lose details at the deepest shadow. We are distributing our RD 10 stops 
in one way or another; we are giving priority at highlights at the expenses of shadows, or at shadows at the 
expenses of highlights. 

 

 
     
 



     The previous image is from parts of model frame  
with different underexposures in the blue channel. We 
see an excellent noise level until -3 value, blacks are 
nearly 6 stops below. Noise is not significant at base 
exposure as well as at -1 and at -2. Thus, we can use 
at least 5 stops below middle gray with an excellent 
detail and texture. 
    To confirm this low noise level we have evaluate 
the Macbeth chart with Imatest. We have opened chart 
at REDColor/REDLog ISO 400 Flut-1. We have 
corrected each exposure to obtain middle 50% middle 
gray, but without grading neither blacks and whites, 
nor colors. 
    We have observed Y average value on curves with 
ISO 80 is 0.47. It is not visually significant. This fact 
was verified from images evaluation in post production. Nevertheless, if we are still looking for cleaner 
images, e.g., shooting chroma Keys, we can use ISO 400 nominal value and Y average value is 0.33. 
 

             
Theorical base exp. ISO 160                                    Nominal exp. ISO 400                                               Effective exp. ISO 800 
 
    As we checked with fabric chart evaluation, noise continue to be acceptable, however, we see noise from 
ISO 1280. 
   Before summarizing, let us watch some images from natural environments, far from charts and models. 
 

    
Highlights exp.                                                                                                Shadows exp. 
 
 
   In these images, we show two different exposures: on the left 
image, at highlights, on the right, at shadows. At shadows 
exposure, we have improved black model and bark tree details. 
We have left sunny area near clipping limit (according to our 
Sekonic, model Lourdes’ white skin is nearly 3 stops). 
 

	  
Alfonso Parra AEC shoots in Santiago de Compostela 
Cathedral (Spain) 
	  

	  
Preparation of stage to multi exposures 
 



 
Highlights exp. Graded. Optimo DP 30-80 lens. F30mm T8. OBT180º MTD ºK 5000. HM 1R ND1.2 filter 
 
Let us more examples in depth. 
 

 
 



    In the image we show an against the light exposure at highlight, i.e., we have exposed to obtain the most 
possible detail from both Lourdes’ blonde hair (A) (it is nearly 4 stops above) and the stone texture (on the 
right, the darkest area is nearly -6 (E)). The darkest area is nearly -6 (E). We have used IE of ISO 640. We 
have obtained top histogram from camera in shooting. We have marked middle gray value (as we can see it is 
below 40% value). We have obtained bottom histogram from REDCineX at REDColor/REDLog with ISO 400 
(they were the preliminary values for grading). At Lustre (in the darkest area), we have watched that we can 
still see some slightly tree texture, however, we cannot see the more obscure sand. We still obtained blonde 
hair detail, but in some parts, it was clipped. Again, it should be noted that there is no noise trace in any part of 
the image. Models skin tones were fantastic, even Tosin’s white blouse texture too (she is against light). In the 
next image, we show the graded frame with the histogram (REDGamma) graph. 
 

 

 
  Optimo DP 30-80 lens. Focal 45mm T6.3. IE 640. HM 1R ND1.2 filter. Obt 180º. 25fps. Graded 
 
 

 
 
Thus, the two histograms match up with both ViewRaw camera and “developed” image. 

     We shut frame in La Granja, Segovia 
province (Spain). It shows a scene that is 
exposed at highlighst, specifically in the 
brightest area (at top right of the courtyard 
wall (E)). This white is placed according to 
the camera histogram, close to right border. 
There was no clipping trace. Therefore, 
middle gray is between IV and V zones, 
nearly a 40% bright value, corresponding to 
ISO 400 value. Thus, RD 10 stops are spread 
out from slightly more than 3 above and 
nearly 6 below. According to models tests 
(after watching Raw at REDLog, with ISO 
400), we have marked reflected light values 
on histogram from some image parts. 
	  



 

      
Detail of more lighted wall                                              Shadow details at light increased 
 
    At top right, we show the “enhanced” shadow area to see details. We can observe detail not only on faces 
but also on clothes and plants (on the right). Noise level was low at grading. At top left, image show all of the 
wall texture (the wall is under sunlight). Obviously, at grading it should be evaluated how much information 
quantity I can show, and how much I can leave out. The most important question is that sensor is able to see 
all of this stops range (around 10 stops). Thus, I will be able to tune image through masks and other post 
production processes. However, in this situation, 10 stops range does not seem enough to show all of the 
details at both shadows and highlights. 
It is clear that we would show this frame much better with other process (like HDRX), thus, we would obtain 
much more details, but we will do on future (when we can evaluate the Epic). 
Finally, let us evaluate other situation with no easy solution. At next frame, faces contrast relation is higher 
than 16:1. This value is a huge value in a scene with the RD at more than 12 stops. 
 

 
 



   
Opened Raw at REDColor/REDLOG ISO 400. MTD5000º K                         Opened Raw at REDColor/PDLog 985. ISO 400. MTD5000º K 

 
 

 
Opened Raw at REDColor/RED logFilm ISO 400. MTD5000º K 
 

 
Optimo DP 30-80 lens. Focal 30mm.  T7. IE 640. HM 1R ND1.2 filter. Obt 180º. 25fps. Graded 
 
    Although camera is able to capture stone wall background, it disappears at grading. In spite of this, image 
generally is correct, and we see skin textures on shadow area. In addition, all of Tosin’s white blouse texture 
remains. However, it we are looking for a “natural” image, we should have to add some filler in faces. 
 
 
 
 
 

    In these images, we can see how the different 
applied curves show details to both highlights 
and shadows. With PDLog curve, we see until 
wall detail (E), although on histogram already 
records combing effect, i.e., lack of bits with 
information. The new REDlogFilm curve shows 
darker shadows than REDlog, however, the 
highlights are more accurate. We exposed at 
highlight with ISO 640 and 33% middle gray 
(avoiding clipping white). 
 



Conclusions: 
After checking, we can conclude: 
Captured RD by sensor is nearly 12 stops. 
Recoverable RD is nearly 10 stops. From a conservative point of view (to keep all of textures), it is nearly 9 
1/3 stops. 
Visual range is nearly 6 stops (it depends on different viewing systems). 
In short, I propose next table: 
 

IE Middle gray 18% T Stops above middle 
gray 

T Stops below middle 
gray 

ISO 160 
theoretical 

Camera histogram value 50% (V 
zone) 2 2/3 7 

ISO 400  
nominal 

Camera histogram value 40% (IV 
zone) 3 1/2 6 

ISO 640 
effective 

(my option) 

Camera histogram value  
30-34% (III/IV zone)  4 1/3 5 1/2 

 
     We know, according to Imatest evaluation, both curve “toe” 
and curve “shoulder” have a progressive loss of details. They are 
lost until reaching the clipping limits, which makes image texture 
nicer, more natural. Low noise level of sensor allows longer 
underexposures than top table recommends. We tolerate some 
noise level too. It seems to us that it is not as electronic as noise 
level of preceding sensor, thus it is usually more acceptable. 
I use my light meter with ISO values recommended: to pre 
lighting, to keep contrast relation or to calculate luminous power 
necessary. As I did before, I expose according to typical tools of 
the camera, i.e., histogram at ViewRaw mode, raw clip meter 

(traffic light) and raw level meter (color bar). I usually place a middle gray chart in each scene, thus, histogram 
shows me its value, afterwards, I adjust the exposure, of course, according to scene RD, environment I am 
looking for, etc. 
 

 
 
s 

    
Standard zeiss 12mm T5.6 lens. UltraPola filter+ND6. Opened Raw with       Graded image 
RGB/REDLOG camera. MTD 400 ISO. MTD 5000ºK, effective IE ISO 640. 
 

     These images are a view of Torre del Reloj from the Santiago de Compostela Cathedral cloister. We have 
exposed at highlights. The cloud textures remain. As we can see, the camera captured lot of black details, thus, 
at grading; black becomes a color that is not flat, with depth (in the right image). 
 
 

	  
Configuration of my spot meter. 
 

    In short, (about camera histogram at 
ViewRaw mode of Death Chart), we 
have placed middle gray according to 
ISO used to evaluate the exposure. 
	  



Color. 
 
Next, we show color evaluation through Imatest test of Macbeth Chart. 
 

     
Opened Macbeth chart at REDCineX with REDGamma/REDColor. MTDISO 400. We adjusted the middle gray at 4863ºk with tone deviation 

(tint) of 1.13, without touching blacks or whites, with an increase of saturation of +1.13. The camera MTD of color temperature was 5000ºK. Lighting 
(two Arripocket) were adjusted to 5000ºK without color deviations according to termocolorimeter. If we realize so many parameters are involved 
(devices, gelatines of correction, lenses, measurement devices, etc), we can tolerate both ºK and tone deviations. 
 
     Sigma value (RMS) is a magnitude that evaluates photographed color deviations with the camera regarding 
standard reference values. We do it in color space correspondent (in this case, sRGB/Rec709). After we have 
corrected the saturation, sigma value is 7.02 of deviation average: we can consider an extraordinary color 
reproduction. On the right, (it deserves to examine this picture), the biggest squares are color as photographed, 
and they are related with circles on the left graph. The smallest squares (they are in the center of the biggest 
ones) are ideal values of chart color corrected by luminance of the photographed. Finally, small rectangles are 
ideal values of color without luminance correction. Generally, reds are more saturated, and oranges-like are 
warmer (patch 7 and 12).  
    We can compare Macbeth chart with REC709 accurate values of ChromaDuMonde chart. We use the 
vectorscope to check how all colors are correctly toned, and how red tones show more saturation. 
 

       
  ChormaDuMonde chart has been processed at REDGamma/REDColor. MTD400ISO flut-0.5, thus, middle gray is between 45% and 50%. 5000ºK.    
MasterPrime 50mm.T4.Obt 180º.25fps 
 



 
 

 
                
 

     Next exposures strip show an excellent color behavior, 
above all at underexposures. Skin tones and color patches of 
chart do not change at underexposure as vectorscope show 
with primary and secondary representations. It is the same 
thing at overexposure. We can observe that REDColor color 
space with that new sensor and the last updating altogether 
remarkably improve color representation. They give tones 
more consistent and natural. 
    Next, we show two frames where we can evaluate chart of 
landscape color at shadow and the delicate details from the 
Facsimile exhibited in Pilgrim Museum in Santiago de 
Compostela (Spain). 
 
 
	  



       
  Optimo DP 16- 42 zoom. Focal 23mm T5. HM 1R ND1.2 filter. Graded Representation at YCbCr color space 
 

       
Beato de Liebana facsimile. Optimo 24-290 zoom. Focal 290mm T5.6. MTD400. MTD 5000ºK. Graded Representation at YcbCr color space 
 
 

 
Optimo Zoom 24-290. T 2.8. MTD ISO1600. MTD5000ºK. Graded. 
 
     Finally, we see comparison of two models with ChromaDuMonde chart, between day lighting and tungsten 
one. 
 

     
5000ºK lighting (HMI corrected) Graded                                                      3200ºK lighting (Tungsten corrected). Graded 
 
 When we were grading we did not find any problem with images, neither at day lighting nor at tungsten. The 
noise in blue channel already was well known at old versions, but now it is quite improved, it is not necessary, 

     The better use of the color temperature 
mixing of the new camera is other important 
improvement. In the left image, we have 
obtained good skin tones, from both the 
cathedral dean of Santiago and the 
archbishop. They were under tungsten lights 
and several discharge lamps. Every single 
lamp had with different color temperatures 
and tones. In other words, a disaster! In 
addition, it was a low lighting level and 
image was nearly 2 stops underexposed 
regarding Nominal IE. 



neither series 80 color correction filters nor CTB with tungsten devices. Next, as we show, the noise level in 
blue channel is greater at tungsten lighting than at day lighting. 
 
 

  
      
    In this image, we have applied the edge detector for the channel blue of the two exposures in order to see 
the difference of noise between them. Let us observe both the model skin and the chart different colors. 
 
To summarize: 
 
    The REDOne camera is within the group of top quality digital cameras because of the new sensor with 
incorporated improvements through consecutive firmwares and the new codecs. The camera is much more 
versatile in all audiovisual environments because of the sharpness increase, the resolution ability, the range 
dynamic, the color space improvements, and the higher effective IE. 
 
Credits: 
Cinematographer: Alfonso Parra AEC 
Camera assistant: David Panizo 
DIT: Carlo Rho 
Colorist: María Carretero 
*Acknowledgments: I want especially to thank Julio Paniagua and Jaime Alonso 
 “Santiago Cathedral. 800 years of History” documentary film frames courtesy of Boanerges Comunicación.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 

      


